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Vitiation / Jen Karetnick 
You speak casually of your lover. 
He likes your new look; 
he tells you in flowers. 
Your eyes veiled like a newbom's, 
you swear you are being careful, 
laugh at my unease. 
Any day you could number among 
the sinned against, 
life taken like a whim 
from your defenseless body. 
I search for signs of sickness 
in your face. 
These will be my only warning 
but I confuse them 
with that image 
you cultivate: 
cheeks so hollow they echo, 
the morning stubble 
cringing away from your anemic chin, 
and your smell. delicate 
like tissue paper. 
I was your biggest mistake 
though friendship is naturally flawed. 
I wanted to protect you 
before I knew your secrets 
but mostly I just wanted you; 
tired of being the gay virgin, 
you tried to need me, 
a ploy for credibility. 
You knew I would ask questions 
but not this one -
How did you come to live in this world 
and lead this life? 
Then you weren't ready for answers 
and I wasn't there to help you; 
then I was in bed with you 
and we had never heard of AIDS, 
the night our protector, 
the bed our testing site, 
showing you unfamiliar breasts, 
the straight one teaching 
the gay one about love and sex, 
or so I thought 
when I thought I could change you, 
and not once thinking high risk or safe sex. 
Now we have other sites, laboratories, 
where I picture you waiting 
like all of us wait for news. 
It isn't our fault 
yet it is never enough to be fallible -
relationships, like Rome, are built to fall, 
love-infested disease carried on our backs 
though we try to shift the burden, 
shrugging our Atlas-ed shoulders. 
Trees / Bertolt Clever 
It could have been in Indiana-
on the way to Brown County where the road twists, 
where there are trees and trees and, everywhere, trees. 
It could have been over in Ludenscheid, 
out in Bellingham; it could have been 
in Nova Scotia-but what mattered was that it was 
not Boston. Not Boston. Not Boston where 
we left that morning from North Station where 
the smell of disease was the smell 
of disease. And sewage. Where the smell 
of humanity was the smell of insanity like the smell 
of sewage and disease. I swear the smell 
of orgasm was sweet in the trees 
in the back seat of the car in Concord, or somewhere, 
with Hans asking questions, politely and eagerly, 
and my wife sweet with the fragrance as well. 
It didn't need to be in Concord; 
it could have been any number of places. 
Green places. But it was Concord 
that summer afternoon where we met 
the German illustrator at the train station. 
Hans was a boisterous type, joyous and inspired; 
he swept us into his little car, 
and drove with wild finesse, 
swinging his big face around to look at us, 
the young couple, to understand us better, 
to make sure we understood 
everything. 
On the back porch of his small white house he served us 
poppy seed cake, coffee and tea, strawberries. 
He had a small back yard with a voluminous tree 
where rm sure God, if anywhere, exists-
one of those trees which you can't get your arms around, 
which are furrowed like the faces of the wise, 
which loom grandly sharing their shade 
with cool generosity and silent dominion, 
which thrust like hard muscles up from the earth, 
presiding peacefully and bold 
over the aimless meddling below. 
Hans had a small cottage fixed up into a studio 
where he did his work. 
We were there to look at his work, 
to give him my wife's work and to see 
whether they might work together. 
Hans talked about his art 
and his work in a way that only 
a German talks about art, about work. 
As though it were a big and mighty tree. 
On the train back to Boston my wife 
peeled off her panties under her green dress; 
my nose caught the sweetness, as I slipped them 
into my bag. Knowing she was naked underneath 
made me dizzy and proud, raising 
my root. grandly and bold. 
"Being in Nature, .. she said, 
"makes me so horny... 
Night Winds Over Black Rice, Texas / William E.H. Meyer, Jr. 
You should have seen the sky, 
the flat despair in the west. 
You should have sensed the crystal 
stars, 
the suspense ending with a flush. 
You should have loved me more, 
the night comes 
and we 
abhor 
the dishonor to the day. 
You should have seen the last moments 
of the flattening sunset 
as the dank breeze 
came and whispered 
to the great grey crane 
demonically shouldering his wings 
over the black congregation. 
Wrapping up his elbows 
in a pine, 
as the night winds blew over Black Rice 
(fading) 
Texas. 
You know I love a woman, 
the Virgin Maryanne. 
House--Flood 
Starving Cat Modern Horse 
\ 
brain damage as / Jonathan levant 
you clomp midway across a cobblestone bridge 
the stones are the faces of watches 
stick figures burst aflame from the cross hairs 
everything so intensely private & untranslated 
-if i were me, you say, what would i do? 
appropriate becomes athena and worshipt 
or aphrodite and embodied em-
braced encrusted against 
the scum-sockets of stale electricity 
which is an unfrench way of saying atrocity 
which is persuaded of its own fmal perfection 
final solution all dissolved as 
the ant acid of the mind 
you become a snowball inside your skull 
should you be sitting above this swirling void 
or vortext or inside of twirling beaters? 
Untitled / Van Le 
On Geronimo / Laura Albrecht 
Her father gives her 
The poster rolled 
Into a tube, 
Tied with a red 
Dotted ribbon for her 
Thirteenth birthday. 
Geronimo stares up 
With magpie black eyes. 
His daguerreotype fists 
Clench, brown and blunt, 
Around a rifle butt. 
His mouth is a scant, 
Shadowed line. 
She tapes it 
On her bedroom wall, 
Parallel with slick 
Pictures of Mick Jagger. 
Geronimo's stare slips 
Across her cheekbones 
As she sleeps 
And dreams of massacres. 
The paper poster yellows. 
Corners chip off. 
The edges split, 
Turn to powder. 
It hangs on her 
Bathroom wall 
In an acrylic frame, 
Its tears visible. 
Her children watch 
Geronimo as they 
Brush their baby teeth, 
Waiting for his 
Fingers to twitch, 
His mouth to split. 
She finds her father 
On Thanksgiving Day 
In his bathroom, 
Leaned sideways 
In the bathtub. 
The faucet pressed 
Against his cheek hollow, 
Blood dried brown 
On his face, 
In his white hair, 
On the blue tile wall. 
His hands are wrapped 
Around the black 
Pistol in his lap. 
His eyes are wiped 
Blank and stare 
With the smooth shine 
Of the surface 
Of undeveloped ftlm. 
She thinks a yelp hides 
Behind his tight lips. 
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Joan of Arc, Welding 
She melds 
Edges and ends 
Into spheres 
Of solidity. 
The curved bolt 
Of her white glow 
Is an outline 
Of a shined 
Crescent moon, 
Of a pale eyelid 
Closed in sleep. 
Voices wind 
From her light, 
Air reciting 
Rising from 
A surface of fever. 
Those who look 
Too long into 
Her vibrating beam 
Feel their tight 
Pupils melt 
To liquid, 
Until their eyes 
Are black 
Emptied marbles, 
Warmed wet skin 
With the shine 
Of flat sheet metal. 
Submersion and After 
His curled hand floats,
Abalone shined white,




His hand leads me
To his pale body,
So light it seems
It was shaved from
A sheet of balsa wood.
I lift him up until
His soft chin rests atop
My skull, weightless.
Even the water's heaviness
Won't soak into him.
We rise upward,
My bare feet kicking behind.
His hollow anns bounce
Around my shoulders.
My arms wrap tight
Around his still chest. 
When we hit the surface,
The air is dry, invisible,
Like nothing surrounding us.
But it is not enough.
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For You, Dylan / Michelle Bouton Foote Hard to Describe / John Lowry
I didn't feel well. I felt dizzy. nauseous. No one was around. I made calls, 
but no one answered. I decided to walk to the hospital. 
I walked slowly. This guy noticed and crossed the street. 
'Not feeling well?' 
I shook my head. 
He punched me in the stomach. 
'There,' he said. 
I kept walking, bent over a little. 
A couple of kids came up. 
'You don't look good. You got AIDS man?' 
'No,' I said. 
They took my watch, my money, my jacket. my college ring. They stopped 
traffic and helped my across the street. 




I stood licking the beer off my lips. An old lady with a cane and thick 
glasses stopped. 
'Scum.' 
I got to the hospital. People were lying on the floor in the Emergency 
Room. leaning against the walls. A guy on a stretcher had blood all over his face. 
A woman sat holding her belly and screaming. Nurses ran back and forth. No 
one paid any attention to me. The guy next to me had purple lumps on his face. 
He offered me a cigarette. No thanks. 
'What you got?' he asked. 
'Hard to describe,' I said. 
I walked out. A woman in a sports car gave me the finger. 
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Beatitude Mambo / Ula Dlaboha 
I don't like you for your good looks, I like you for your bad looks, 
and tonight you have buildings in your eyes 
will you let me touch your neck now? 
Daylight's just about to hit a hypodermic breeze 
outside of trenchtown, I don't know, when I touch my legs 
I feel strong. My big hands come closer from down the block 
to genuflect the brick which is as loose as my organs, 
maiiana lungs. maiiana liver 
at least I didn't hurt anybody tonight 
I don't know, it's like I'm their 
hypodermic wife 
the cloth of our 
soft lonely mouths is a deep hallway of venereal affection 
and humility born to Manhattan and untouchable by the days 
getting longer and the lies getting shorter 
Oisteaux 1 / Michelle Bouton Foote
Oisteaux 2 Oisteaux 3
Katie Pushing Back the Dark / Chris Spain 
Kensington Free Time. A basketball pings offcement. Katie, in deep grass out 
of the drag-mower's reach, leans back against a downed light pole that is pale as 
fallen soldiers, broken in the middle, rebar showing like open bone, rust staining the 
concrete like old blood. Katie leans back on white skin elbows. The rest ofher is tan, 
except the ankle-bum memory of a motorcycle crashed in summer. 
I'm on this hill watching the sun go down, thinks Katie. That's who I am for 
sure. 
A long FannerWill shadow, a long Dread shadow, and two long horse shadows 
cross the cricket pitch. The horses throwing the shadows, called Boy and Horse, lay 
their hooves forward and out as if they are laying out upside-down coffee cups on a 
dirt counter. Fanner Will jumps down from Boy, kicks up two red dirt storms, lifts 
~e corral gate hitch, swings the gate open, and, tugging horses, disappears into the 
shadowed space beneath the overhang of the horse barn roof. There is the sound of 
saddles dropping, the jangle ofbits worked from the horses· mouths, and the metal 
on wood of bit and rein hung from nails on the horse barn wall. 
Katie watches the new kid, his arms stretched wide, gallop his feet across the 
almost horizontal light that stillworks itselfthrough the mesquites and grasses. He's 
so skinny his hip bones show through the khakis cinched to his waist. He runs with 
his eyes closed, lifting his knees high, his face leaning into the wind. When he reaches 
the cement of the runway he just keeps on going, all the way to where he loops 
Snugglebunny, the old Crash-landed B-17. and then he climbs the hill and does it 
all over again. Another Kensington crazy, thinks Katie. Where does old Pitney keep 
dreaming them up? 
That South American dirt-eater FarmerWill has planted himself in·his garden. 
He bends over the earth, pawing at it, lifting it to his mouth. The Dread separates 
herselffrom the horse-barn shadow and crosses the orange tile bridge over the empty 
creek bed, her own shadow reaching and then bending up short on the hillside 
bottom. Dark eyes, dark hair, dark skin. She picks her way along the footpath as 
if she were walking across a field of flowers. High cheeks you can almost see bones 
through. She reaches the top of Katie's hill. 
..What are we doing?" asks The Dread. 
-watching this new crazy," says Katie. 
The new kid races across the basketball court, dodging traffic, his arms still 
trying to be wings. 
"Hey," shouts a basketballer. 
-nunks he's a plane," Katie says. 
The Dread sits on the crumbled concrete. 
"Who is he?" asks the Dread. 
"Must've gotten thrown out of somewhere," says Katie. "Getting here October 
already." 
Pilot, he flies. Across the big blue stretched tight from red dirt to red dirt. 
Across so much flying weather. He 9oesn't yet believe what he's seeing. A real 
goddamn runway. A real goddamn B-1 7. How come he never heard of this place? 
He should have been here all his life. Rudder out left over the wide open green space, 
cross th~ empty ~reek bed, shadow shadowing the red dirt and scraggly mesquite 
below. S~een point barrel roll across the picture perfect, holding each pointjust too 
long, until he stone drops out of the sky, down to the prairie flat, screaming. Gather 
it, gather it, stick back to make the hill. Two girls. 
"What's your excuse," says the all arms and legs one. 
_The s~n is on its knees, a lost kickball in the far end of the playing field grass, 
but still pulling out those greens. Dexter once told Katie that late afternoon light was 
the hands down best light because it came in sideways, air-filtered, having to work 
its way through the same as fifteen overhead skies all laid out in a row. 
..Some colors," says The Dread. 
"Makes you happy to be alive," says Katie...Even if you're not." 
"Me too," the Dread says. 
"Let's eat," says the Dread. 
·Tm watching this sun go down," says Katie. 
The Dread hits at her jeaned knees, knocking dirt from them. and then she 
walks across the dirt and grass saddle between the edge of Katie's hill and the 
cafeteria. 
Farmer Will hunkers to his earth, kneading it, old com stalk shadows washing 
over him. When the new kid screams past, Will ducks into his pumpkins, the perfect 
camouflage for his big head and Brillo pad of orange-red hair. Farmer Will thinks in 
a confusion of Spanish and English and pictures, but if it were all translated into 
English, what he is thinking now is: That guy's a plane. He can fly. Look at him, 
flying all the way to there, to the other side of the cement, to almost where I can't see 
hini. I can fly like that if I want. That's nothing. Now he's coming back. Here he 
comes, he's throwing bombs atme, son ofa bitch, he's going to get me with his bombs, 
he's a war plane, I'm an anti-plane gun. Boom! Boom! Boom! 
The sun is knocked down. It gets behind the horse barn, the water tower, the 
fences, and Farmer Will, leaVing purple spaces of shadows, and then it gets so low 
that the shadows puddle in the shallows of the grass, and the puddles leak over into 
each other. The earth falls in on itself. The far grain silos of Crockett leave first, then 
the mesquites on the prairie, and then the prairie too. 
Katie throws a clod at Will to let him know it's time to eat. He stands up from 
his pumpkins. The new kid is still on the runway, his silhouette running across the 
scattered leftovers of sunset, still trying to get into the air. Katie puts two fingers to 
her mouth and whistles, but he doesn't seem to hear. 
Pilot is caught lookingin a different direction when the sun completely hangars 
itself in the far distance of New Mexico, dropping out of day sky, slamming big night 
doors down on him. 
"Hey," says Pilot, suddenly zooming along through the dark. 
He chops down his throttles, tries to get back in touch with the ground. 
Slowing on the big space of concrete runway, Pilot stumbles over rows of grass-
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sproutingtarcreases. Finally at a stop, he sways, unsureofwhichwaytotum. Above 
his head stars are already knockingholes through the blue-blackblanket. He doesn't 
look up. Light that is millions ofyears old and just getting here hammerhead stalls 
him, sends him spinning for the ground. Pilot kneels to the cement for balance. He 
feels the warmth of the gone sun that the cement still holds. He holds himself with 
his arms. 
..Hang on, you," says Pilot. 
Katie and Fanner Will make their way through the cafeteria to Dexter's table. 
Dexter is already eating, so is The Dread. 
..Katie," says Dexter...How you been?" 
..Me, I'm not complaining," says Katie. 
..How about the Farmer?" asks Dexter. 
Fanner Will almost nods his head off, grinning. 
..You?" says Katie to Dexter. 
..Me?" says Dexter...Me? I've been practicing the pole vault all day. Going out 
for the Olympics."
They don't laugh. Dexter is in a wheelchair. Ever since he painted what he calls 
his burning-brick-from-three-thousand-feet self-portrait, which also broke his 
back. 
"That was a joke," says Dexter...Ho, ho, ho." 
..Ho. ho, ho," says Katie...Dexter is a very funny guy." 
..I am," says Dexter. ..Aren't I?" . 
At Dexter's table they have fmished eating and are listening to a Dexter story 
when Neville Pitney hurries into the room. He waves his hands in the air but Katie 
can't make out what his high-pitched voice is saying. He rushes from table to table. 
..Dessert with us, Neville?" says Dexter. 
Even when he's not talking, Neville Pitney's jaw won't rest. He works it up and 
down. 
..Our new student is missing," says Neville Pitney. "Have you seen him?" 
'"The new senior boy," Neville Pitney says...Nick is his name." 
..I don't think I've even met him,,. says Dexter. 
Neville Pitney grimaces and rushes on. 
..He's a senior?" says Katie...He doesn't look like a senior." 
Dexter looks at Katie. 
..You know where he is?" asks Dexter. 
..He's okay?" Dexter asks. 
..Out on the runway," says Katie. 
..Doesn't he know it's time to eat?" 
..I whistled," says Katie. 
..And?" says Dexter. 
..I think he's being a plane," says Katie. 
..An aero-plane?" 
-ibat's what it looked like." 
The path to the hilltop is illuminated by pink halogen street lamps. Dexter calls 
them nighttime flamingos. The pier oflights stretches to the edge of Katie's hill where 
the last light pole, Katie's light pole, lies dark on its side. Dexter and Katie and Farmer 
Will skirt the tall grass and broken cement, then drop into the dark. Katie walks 
barefoot. sliding down her hill, feeling ahead for the path with her toes. She tries to 
stay up wi_th Fanner Wi~ but he charges through the dark as if it were daylight. 
Dexter is tilted back on his back wheels, dropping into the same dark as Katie and 
Farmer Will, braking himself with his hands, feeling as if he is rappelling down the 
side of a mountain. 
..If I lose it," says Dexter...Scrape me off the bottom." 
When Farmer Will reaches the creek bank, he dips down to it, digging dirt 
chunks from the broken edges. Katie doesn't bother with the bridge but walks the 
dry bed, runni~g the san~ ?ver the tops of her toes. The damp of the cricket pitch 
brushes scar-high on Katie s ankles. That same dampness wets Dexter's hands as 
he pushes beside her. They cross the grass. hearing only their drumming hearts, and 
the crush-crush of the grass beneath them. 
. This wide l~e of darkness throws Dexter back hard to a lot of years ago, 
looki~g down, wruting for some heat to show, waiting for a target to acquire. He's 
plowmg through the grease, wading the palms and paddies and thick. He sees some 
heat and starts circling. He doesn't know it yet but they've laid themselves out on 
the four points ofa cross. He'sjust reaching for his guns when the supersonic fireflies 
are unjarred, zooming up to him. They thread the wings, punch them out like sheet 
metal, fold the machine in half, crucify him, so there is nothing for Dexter to do but 
hang on and try to give the tattered metal some flying angle other than straight down 
"Can't see much," says Katie. · 
No real time has passed. 
..Un-huh," says Dexter, sounding almost as far away as he is. 
, Katie opens her eyes wide, trying to let in all the little light there is. She still 
can t get more than the dark silhouette of earth against the lighter darkness of the 
sky. She feels a warmth on her skin; it's heat coming up off the the concrete of the 
runway. She steps into it, wraps herselfwith it, warming the bottoms of her feet and 
toes. 
"Here's the runway," says Katie . 
De~er, stalling bone-jarring hard into memory, Jerks himself back, fighting 
years, pulling out of this old mind picture before he scatters himself on the ground. 
You're on an old Air Force runway in Texas, says Dexter to himself. You 're with 
Katie, looking for some lost kid, twenty years from all that. 
Fanner Will won't go out on the cement. It's too big a space of no dirt. He sits 
down on the grass-frayed edges . 
..No?" says Katie . 
"Okay," says Katie...We'll find you on the way back." 
The pale slabs of concrete are outlined in grids of once black-tarred now 
grassed-in creases. Katie kneels every second gap to peer across the cement. 
..It's five miles walking fields to Crockett," says Katie. ..Plus fences and he 
doesn't know his way. He wouldn't do that." 
Dexter has dragged himself back to Texas. Back to pushing this old 
wheelchair, heavy on the ground. 
..Maybe he Just took off," says Dexter. 
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Pilot searches for what he's hearing. In his head he's all action and direction. 
Altitude Pilot, you need altitude, you can't do anything here on the ground. The he 
sees the two dark on light silhouettes, not twenty feet away, still coming closer, and 
he freezes. 
Dexter has the night eyes, he sees the kid hugging the pavement. 
..I see him," says Dexter. 
Katie leans into Dexter, to know which way he's looking. The cotton sleeve of 
her shirt brushes him. 
..Where?" says Katie. 
Dexter breathes in the smell of Katie; a smell of earth, of dark, thickening. He 
.waits to feel the touch of her hand. 
""Two o'clock," says Dexter. 
..Between two and three," Dexter says. 
Katie sees the kid. He"s absolutely still, like a prairie dog frozen at the edge of 
his hole, listening for something to run from. She walks closer, pushing the dark 
forward with the skin on her face. 
Dexter tries to understand what he's feeling for this girl. This Katie that is so 
close to a girl he once knew before. She's seventeen, thinks Dexter, and he follows 
her. 
"Tuffffff, tuffffff, .. says Pilot, firing two Sidewinders. 
They take no hits. They're still closing. All you've got left is cannon. 
..Braap, braap," says Pilot. ..Braap, braap, braap." 
They keep coming. 
..Oh," says Pilot. 
Blow the canopy, hit the silk, take your chances. 
..He said something," whispers Katie. 
..Braap, braap," says Dexter...I think." 
They stop ten feet from the crouching kid. They wait and watch but he doesn't 
move. 
Finally, still in a whisper, thinking that anything louder will knock him over, 
Katie says, ibey're looking for you... 
Pilot stands up slowly to face them, swaying, his arms hanging straight down 
at his sides. In this dark, silhouetted against the pale canvas of the runway, he 
almost looks as thin as the grassed-in tar creases that frame him. 
"'You're Nick?" asks Katie. 
"'Mr. Pitney's looking for you," says Katie. "And probably everybody else too." 
..I'm Katie," Katie says. 
It's the girl from the hill. Pilot listens to the breathing. And someone else. Who 
else? 
.."What are you doing out here?" asks Katie. 
Pilot keeps swaying. 
"'I got lost," he finally says. 
"'We missed you at dinner," says Dexter...We thought maybe you didn't know 
it was dinner time." 
That's a teacher, at least, thinks Pilot. 
..Why don't you come back with us and get something to eat?" says Dexter. 
..I can't see," says Pilot. ..I can't see where to go." 
..It's over there," Katie says, pointing and then realizing that the kid can't see 
where she's pointing. "'Where the light is past the top of the hill." 
Pilot turns his head in the direction he thinks the girl is pointing. Up off the 
flat, Just above the dark line of a hilltop, he sees the pink glow of the street lamps. 
"That light?" asks Pilot. 
..Yes," says Katie. 
..How do I get there?" asks Pilot . 
..You can follow us," Dexter says. 
Dexter spins his chair and starts wheeling across the runway. Katie walks 
beside him. Pilot doesn't move. 
'Tm Pilot," says Pilot . 
Katie, her hand reaching to touch Dexter's shoulder, turns back toward Pilot. 
Her hand easy on his shoulder. Dexter almost reaches to cover it with his own hand. 
"You coming?" Katie asks. 
Pilot doesn't move. 
Katie leans into Dexter. 
'"This kid's a mess," whispers Katie. 
A wet dirt smell and almost a hurricane in Dexter's head. It unbalances him, 
leaves him reaching for his rims. 
..What do we do?" Katie whispers. 
Dexter spins his chair around, feeling as ifhe is saving himselffrom something 
he doesn't want to save himself from, and he wheels over to where Pilot sways. 
"Pilot," says Dexter. "You push my chair." 
Katie blinks back the dark to watch. She has never seen this before. Just 
about the first rule any kid learns when they get to Kensington is that you don't touch 
the guy's chair, ever . 
Pilot moves toward Dexter, reaching with his hands, keeping his feet close to 
the cement. 
"The handles," says Dexter. 
Pilot gets the handles in his hands. 
"Now push," says Dexter. 
They start across the runway, Pilot more holding than pushing, Katie walking 
beside. 
..And we have to remember not to forget Will," says Katie. 
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Mermaid's Love / Leza Lowitz 
We slit the souls of our feet. We wanted to transcend the pain. We bled ribbons of 
blood and held our breaths at midnight as we floated up the dark dark sea. On land 
we came upon things that love changed: the black dogs on white highways who bared 
their teeth to shine in the darkness. The darkness that became the day. We wanted 
love to sing shine on me moon of the mountain"s edge but when we opened our 
mouths our tongues had disappeared and all we could do was look at the violence 
of these unfinished things. 
There were no princes. It was simple. Rocks on the shore were heavy. Our bodies 
had weight. We were clumsy. Everywhere we looked love found us watching: love 
was a shape-shifter, glow in the dark star I stuck on a ceiling ofa blue heron sky. Love 
was a blue chrysanthemum on our naked eyes, an ornament of glass to roll over. 
When we wanted bitterness, we called it a persimmon and spit it out like bitter seeds. 
When we wanted peace, we called on ourselves to start a war so we could end by dying 
in each other's arms. We wanted to know love, to know something we didn't know. 
We saw people biting at each other in mirrors. throwing stools and bacon and 
flashlights and eating frenzied chocolates in their dreams. Some jumped from 
buildings and flew into each other's backs, crashing bone by bone into the yellow 
rooftops of taxicabs. 
We couldn't catch love. Love was a shadow, the reflection of the moon on the water. 
The sight of land after a long voyage, a mirage that was really just a wave. We tried 
to find a dog to carry us to the moon on the edge of a dark highway and teach us to 
keep our courage in the face of headlights, but love had wet our hearts and we were 
heavy. We tried to sing shine on me, shine on me oh moon of the mountain's edge, 
but love had changed us too and when the dogs came it was only to lick the purple 
ribbons of our scars. 
Photo Book 
Once in America 
babies of slaves were born 
with six fingers. 
Their masters put their hands 
on treestumps covered 
with lichen and 
cut the extra finger off 
with an axe or a hatchet. 
The slaves gathered 
the fingers at dusk, 
buried them under mon cheri roses 
in the plantation's yard. 
where in the springtime 
thin-haired girls 
would pick the flowers, 
skipping as they carried 
birch baskets back to the manor 
where the slaves would make tiaras, 







her brother's ashes on her 
face, white 
goggles and moves her body 
like a blowfish. 
stomach in and out, back 
rounded and over 
in an abandoned 
car someone 
pulled into the studio, her 
body sliding between petal & 
brake. 
A couple of years ago 
her brother was hanging 
. from a rope tied around his 
waist 
off the side of a building 
like Spiderman 
part of the dance. 
Of course the rope 
broke. Her 
eyelids tell it 
like illicit sex. Up and 
down. 
Was it Seattle? The name of 
the place. 
Now she dances with broken 
machines, chainsaws and 
wherever it was stays with 
her, his head 
breaking open in her body 
like a baby's water 
falling sawdust or rust. 
After the dance 
there is only me as you 
pretend to see me & 
there's this kind of poetry 
(she says) 
where they don't 
capitalize the I. 
































From Thirty-Fourth to Fifth / Alison Stone 
The game begins with triangles 
Of streets and human form -
New York is gray and tan 
And wedged between the Wars. 
Two men in a giant 
Orange sell pints for 2.25. 
We should be leaving now. 
As always, a skeletal boy with flowing hair 
Parts my legs. Blood flows upstream 
And I can almost touch 
The music guarded by a seven-fingered dwarf. 
I'm so tired of loving this. 
I want to hold the hand you Jam 
In nylon. The cold or your strained 
Laughter cracks my face. I'm reminded 
Buildings aren't vials 
Fruit or nudes. They're unaware of compromise. 
An old lady with a rabbit 
On a leash chants 
On the library steps. The Three Card Monty man 
Does harmony: "Watch the red jack. Red not black. 
You win. You lose. You lose." 
Julian Schnabel 
A Portrait of God -
One blue blob with fingers 
And a soft grey mist. 
You have the will to make something 
But your wrists have gone dead on yotL 
Antlers, velvet, Chinese silk 
And pony skin. a thousand 
Shattered china plates. 
Agony has manyfaces. 
Some Bullfighters get closer to the horns. 
On my Birthday I will give you turkeys. 
Camel, cloth. 
The Patients and the Doctors 
Circumnavigate the Sea of Shit. 
The true subject is meaning. 
The Walk Home -
The Sea, The Wind, Some Peaches, 
Ethnic Types No. 15 and No. 72, 
Fresh eggs for .Alexander Achilles McEvilly. 
We have no choice. 
The Duckbilled Platypuss 
Migrates to Australia. 
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medicine bullet: / Charlie Mehr1wff 
crushed bottles of cheap wine, 
a cigarette thrown from a car window 
causes a ground shower of sparks. 
junkies 
always live close to the source. 
jesus christ, 
the shattered wind. 




take me down to the valley 
where i can fmd no pain. 
take me down to the valley 
where so many have fallen, 
souls 
dashed upon the rock. 
take me down to the valley. 
blue smoke 
blowing through my veins, 
i hitchhiked around the world 
only to look into the eyes 
of someone else 




and there is something about her 
that makes men want to bleed, 
want to pay for it. 
hellsparks, 
this woman's eyes 
tattooed gardens 
upon the flesh of dead men, 
raped the wind, 
still life, 
teeth 
of the enemy slain. 
u.s. marines coming home. 
brother, 
like you i want to go away 
to some paradise, 
some heaven. 
take me down to the valley 
where i can fmd no pain. 
take me down to the valley. 
dust to dust, 
dog eat worm 
eat man 
eat, 
and the indian 
has nothing left. 
take me down to the valley 
and i swear 
this seed will not be broken. 
take me down to the valley. 
saints sink like stones 
in holy water. 
the remnants, 
stories, 
of some god, 
he lives in the sky, 
reads your mind 




shit that i never think of. changing vacuum cleaner bags, gasoline, 
shreds of plastic hanging in the wind, condominiums litter the 
Colorado front range, this life, this goddamn life, living like 
ants on top of one another with, seems like, no meaning 
for existence. 
poetry. song. the shadow of leaves. the flow of water. signs of 
life in the New World. 
ii. 
for 12,000 years i lived like a man. for 12,000 years i was a hunter. 
i hunted the Veld, the steppe country above the Black Sea. the Caspian, 
the Himalayan foothills, snow leopard, high tundra, Eastern woodlands. 
i saw the dire wolf. i saw buffalo blacken the grasslands. i saw geese 
take to flight, mammoth bones, ivory blades, skulls of the Great Ones 
staked outside the cave. the sound of Christ leaving his footprints 
upon the desert floor. 
i became friend to the cougar. she came to me. we shared the meat, 
mornings we drank dew from petals, roses, rock, and then that moment, 
that moment, when she opened her mouth to me, allowing me to run my 
tongue across her fangs, just to feel. 
just to feel. 
iii. 
i have been alive for 12,000 years and until this generation, until 
this generation, i have never been a farmer. always a hunter. i hunted 
the Veld. i hunted the steppe country above the Black Sea, the high 
tundra, the Americas. before this generation. i was a man. i was a 
hunter, a hunter. 
and i tell you this, all that it takes is one arrow, one arrow. one 
song, one poem, one word, to bring down the beast. 
for sandy karng 
,,.,.,. . . ... - -
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Raphael Aladdin Cohen 
Photos by Ira Cohen 
Posthumous photo of Jack Smith in a 
maskshop in Cancun, Mexico, 1990 
Caroline Gosselin 
Steve Ben Israel Peter Hartman
William Burroughs & Friend 
About Face 
Anar &: Lakshmi On Censorship 
End of a Line / Ira Cohen 
Must I read the Science Times to know 
that the Monarchs' migration 
is a fragile journey? 
With a small amount of human negligence 
everything could disappear 
My last thought as I fmally fell 
into a fitful sleep 
·My first thought as I picked up the telephone 
to get the bad news 
Glamour will not save our wintering grounds 
Better to stay a caterpillar & munch leaves 
than to risk all for the dazzling moment 
of flight & the priceless illusion of freedom? 
Hardly. 
A butterfly's brain is only the size of a pin 
head, 
yet it knows how to get to Mexico 
hitching rides on winds & spiralling columns 
of warm air 
But the end of Monarchs as we know them is here 
I am learning to stay quietly in this apartment 
with my mother waiting for Lakshmi 
We are dead souls on a cyclical journey 
Future tourists will come to marvel at our poems 
festooning the gables of a broken civilization 
Motels will be named after us & children 
will parade in Monarch costumes when the season 
of our return is remembered 
Goodbye Elephant Goodbye Whale 
Hello Aids Virus 
Smaller is perhaps stronger after all 
My dreams were bigger than any whale & sometimes 
I dove even deeper. 
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From the Soundings of Omission / Angus MacLise 
That world 
Itself blurred Remembered As 
Rivermutter Soulfire allayed 
LISTEN It 
about finished me to 
Talk about now Its 
rivers blinded me 
and entranced 
by the tongues of phantoms Spoke 
In the moment under 
driven Clouds I Lift the cup 
you are Awakening cipher strung 
Over The Llghtflood 




asleep in the mist with Folded arms 




through & the unravelled 
Heart roars 
Progressive Structures of Earth 
The Snakehouse / Kenneth Bernard 
The first time ImetAretta Scipioni, she looked veryDutch in herwooden blouse 
and glass skirt. She was a snake enthusiast, and she had come to the Barrett Park 
Zoo in Staten Island to see the new Python. She offered me half a devilled-egg 
sandwich, and we looked at the creature behind the glass. She wasn't wearing any 
panties, and whenever the Python looked at her, she spread her legs, bent over, and 
showed him her vagina. He didn't seem very interested in it. She was disappointed. 
After awhile, she told me she lived in a boat house which was tied up at a 
marina in Sandy Hook. I gave her a ride home. She had to take off her skirt to ride 
in my car so that the glass wouldn·t break. When we got there, she put on her skirt 
and invited me in. 
After we had a drink, she handed me a Jig saw and asked me to take off her 
blouse. I sawed very carefully so as not to cut her, and the blouse came offin sections. 
When her breasts were liberated, she seemed to get aroused and, losing control, she 
fell back on a couch. Her glass skirts shattered and she got cuts on her ass and the 
back of her legs. 
I removed the remains of the skirt, cleaned up the random glass, and then I 
turned her over. I cleaned and dressed her cuts and she had several orgasms. "Oh!" 
she'd squeal from the iodine, and then she'd come, and so on. 
"I feel like a rusty old birdcage left out in the yard," she said. 
"Why are you so fond of snakes?" I asked. 
She turned over, raised her knees, and spread her legs wide. "'We all have our 
impossible fantasies," she replied. 
I shook my head incredulously. "Impossible is right," I said. "You could get 
yourself killed." 
"Sazzeach his own," she replied. We laughed. 
It was a cool November afternoon, and I felt a comment on the weather was in 
order. I said: 
"When the weather's hot and sticky, that's no time to dunk 
the dickey, 
But when the dew is on the punk.in, that's the time for 
dickey dunkin." 
"My sentiments exactly," she replied, and then she sang an earthy blues: 
"He's my catacomb baby, way down under Rome. 
He's my catacomb baby, way down under Rome; 
I'm gonna cook his bacon, if he ever does get home." 
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Sketches from Byzantium / Nina Zivancevic 
It was 
and definitely still is 
a man's world, 
I said as I watched 
a 50 m 3 long Jail, with latticed bars 
and golden fountains with thin blue enameled 
hamams where the royal concubines used to live, 
die and make their sad skirmishes, 
create perverse gossips. clandestine lies and 
cherish their claustrophobic desires under 
that all-turquoise sky with magic bulbuls 
and sweet sweet smells of amber and the sea 
outside, far beyond their reach. their ghostly 
desperate love-knots at night 
when they sought pleasure or perhaps 
Just little tenderness, with eunuchs 
or with one another, in one of those 500 languages 
they spoke coming from different Ottoman provinces 
and European countries... 
..J e T aime, ti amo, I love you tonight 
but I hate the smell of wounded vindictive epics 
that Sultans cast on us." The first feminists 
must have been born there where the feminine 
was denied with such brutality 
and cruel disrespect for anything human 
but something pleasurable and shivering 
like a Turkish delight, something awfully slow 
like a rat's poison, something alluring: 
..I also watched the Sultan's fifty-seventh wedding 
through the barred lattice window yesterday, and 
the poor thing, the Emperor, was clad in brocade 
and silk and waited for his most loyal viziers, 
the bribed little counselors who wished his death, 
ach, such is the quality of friendship," a concubine says, 
coming out of a bath, stretching her long plump 
milky body covered with varicose veins because she 
does not exercise at all, and whatever you make 
out of it. is worth a story, my friend Kemal 
tells me six hundred years later, while driving 
his car up dirty Caldrmi road, at top speed 
and with Donna Summer booming from his radio: 
strange girl you are, he says, 
to live in New York City, you had to be born 
in Turkey among very few potatoes 
with lots of gravy, with a special flair 
for distinct personalities, of a brain 
soaked with hope... 
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Drydock (for the Ball) / Robin Rothman 
how does a man who once lived 
on a boat on the ocean 
survive in a prison? 
there is no calm after the storm. 
there is only inner vision. 
the cell doors close. 
the only sound of water 
is the toilet dripping. 
Neptune returning reluctantly 
to the sea offers no plea of guilty. 
there will never be mercy... 
the dust bowl becomes the tennis court. 
kangaroos Jump all over it. 
Jewish law is taught in the library. 
some books more obscure than others. 
this furious attachment occurs ... 
it blurs the ever-present status 
within the walls where there is no night. 
when your days are numbered 
serving life's sentence 
makes repentance redundant. 
but heaven allows you might 
as well swallow it all -
the hook. line and sinker 
in fishing or baseball -
smile like Jesus on the cross. 
because never in surrender, 
you must utter then yell to hell 
..it is Accomplished." 
one print / Vali Myers 
Torn From the Book / Richard Weinraub 
Joe forgets his book of Mao 
his house bums down 
In China 
ears and effigies bum 
with the purge 
of Chiang Ching 
and party radicals 
Toe unburned and worn medallion of Mao 
lies torn from the book 
on my table 
on posters in front of 
Shanghai Prison 
Trip to the Museum / James Graham 
- but this blond, that 
beauty, she 
doesn't know 
what she has, she 
drags a carcass on a meathook from room to room, 
with an eye 
for no one, she schlumpfs. stumbles, almost 
walks, does the 
Tour 
with a guarded eye 
quicken me, let these bright 
colors infuse; I've waited 
on line 
til a black hand grabbed hold 
& out of the order of the crowd 
yanked me in -
grateful 
as I was, to be back 
among the living, 
searching out the tracks of my arrival 
if the paint sluices 
will tell it, 
if the forged metal roars, and I 
can hear -
Show me 
as I am, object among 
objects, self among 
many, man with no name 
and a future to come, drifting 
isolate through the Sunday 
crowds 
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The Night Greta Garbo Died / Valery Oisteanu 
Jerusalem fell silent like Yorn Hashoa 
When the whole Israeli nation stood still 
For a moment cars stopped. sirens wailed 
Everything that moved froze to remember six million 
Victims of the Holocaust 
Toe city was hot and the people looked old 
Toe stones were old and used 
Toe Jews were old and used 
Toe young ones carry guns 
My father doesn't believe the women cany ammunition 
I stop one of them and ask. "'Do you have bullets?" 
She says...All 35 of them." 
You can't run with the hare 
And hunt with the hounds 
Now I have become Death the Destroyer of the Universe 
Says Oppenheimer quoting Bahavagita 
At a site of atomic explosion 
Ifs too late, you can't flog a dead horse 
You can't whistle in the wind 
Herds of camels indignantly reject the forest 
And take off for the desert 
Israel at the crossroads of four seas 
Toe Dead Sea, the Red Sea, the Galilee Sea 
And the Mediterranean Sea 
Like an oasis in the middle of hatred and death 
Mourns with a tired face. 
The Sleeping Guardsman / David Chorlton 
A guardsman leans against the wall at his station 
and his head rolls forward 
with only his collar to hold it back. 
Nothing has moved 
since he took up position. His cheek 
rests on his lapel as a light breeze 
surrounds him in his dream 
where he opens his coat 
for air to take 
its weight away. and where he 
is one of the sparrows 
that peck all day in the ice 
and scatter for no reason. 
He sleeps like a letter 
addressed to a dead man, while the ground 
thaws slowly around his boots. 
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one photo / Wendy Klein Primary Colors of Light / Pamela Donald 
My mother was a wolf. 
A snow wolf, her thick white fur 
standing up around her neck, 
her eyes so blue they cut. 
On nights when the moon was like her eyes, 
a cold blue hole in the sky 
that threw the light of heaven 
onto the snow, my mother 
would leave me to hunt. 
As if the snow itself had assumed 
a body, she became a swift white shape 
gliding weightless as a ghost across the plains. 
Before dawn she would return 
with the blood still hot on her mouth. 
She would lick my face and curl 
her body around me to keep me warm. 
One morning while she slept I set out 
into that featureless landscape 
that burned back ten times brighter 
than the flimsy silver sun, and crossed 
the lake frozen slick and seamless 
as a mirror. It was not long before I lost 
my grace, and began to slip down the ice 
like water down a pane of glass. Slipping, 
I grew two hands with five fingers each, 
lost my fur, and began to speak 
in this language that is not my own. 
In the far north nothing has changed. 
The only colors are blue and white, 
and that startling glimpse of red 
kept hidden under the skin. 
People walking at night, in the thick blue 
light of the moon, hear what they think 
is the moaning of the wind, or the howling 
of the stars themselves, but it is only 
my mother. my mother still calling me home. 
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Untitled / Karen DeHart Force, silence / Robert Nagler 
(Grand Cafe, St. Mark's Square, Venice. 1990) 
My mother hints at rape over the aperitif. 
(Odd to think of one's mother as a rape victim. Odd this 
should be 
a topic of dinner conversation.) Forty years have 
passed since 
the ..event." She just hints...A woman cannot physically 
oppose a 
man. Men are stronger. Period." Her friend objects. cites 
self-defense 
measures. My mother shrugs. She describes a struggle. not 
naming combatants. 
She looks past us. I listen - only. If I ask questions. I 
know I'll 
get answers. And I'll remember those answers after I've 
forgotten the 
Square. I don't not want to know this reticence. I don't 
want to 
know the images the words prompt. I wish it would shower 
hail. the 
campanile's bells toll. I wish St. Mark's pigeons were 
seagulls. that 
all the seagulls, one-will-accord, were flying. sounding 
loud, loud. 
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The Borgia Saints 
(Vatican City, 1990) 
For 350 lira the Saints Theodore, Michael, Mary, Paul are 
had 
from the religious articles store outside Saint 
Peter"s 
(a long day's spent viewing Zachariah, Habukuk, Anselm, 
Benedict 
bought earlier by Borghese, Medici, Borgia). 
Souvenir 
Saints - good luck, to show off - we've bought them all 
for 
same reasons. Despite changes in media (fresco to laser 
print) 
saints are saints as the sky is air and water. They pass
hands 
regarding not at all, fall of Borghese, Medici, Borgia, 
Wide-eyed, 
regarding not at all changing hands. 
(for EN) 
Men with machine guns, men with machine guns 
(Rome, 1990) 
Men with machine guns walk among the shoppers with the resolution of 
somnambulists. Strange to see men with machine guns casual, ordinary, 
nearly invisible, emerge, merge with the crowd. No one in the crowd takes 
special notice (..man-with-a-machine-gun"). The men with machine guns don't 
look in the shop windows. They walk. They look at the crowd. They don't 
look at the many beautiful girls. They don't wave to each other. They walk, 
look at the crowd, walk, look at the crowd. The men with machine guns 



















Reasons to Kill / Fred Manzo 
I had two good reasons to bash his head. 
The first had to do with stealing my wife. I know that you can't steal anybody 
that doesn't want to be stolen, but Amy says he tried real hard to get her away from 
me. "He told me we'd move out to California and start a new life, and that we'd put 
up one of those nurseries where you can buy fresh flowers and pine trees in 
canisters." She believed all that stuffabout starting fresh. She believed the lies I told 
her ten years before, how we'd live in one of those houses along Lemon Street. the 
big two-story houses hidden behind bushy hedges and leafy trees. She bought those 
lies the way a bass grabs onto a fifteen cent lure. 
We'd drive down Lemon Street in the evening, during the twilight hour just 
after everybody was home for supper. We'd see the lights in the windows and drive 
slowly, hoping to get a glimpse of the people who lived there. They were somehow 
different from us. We made plans for our children, dreamed of them going to the 
private school at the end of Lemon Street, dreamed of them wearing little suits. The 
two of us believed we'd have a couple of boys. 
Then we'd drive home to our apartment, a comer apartment just over the 
parking garage and all night long we'd hear people pulling in and out and slamming 
doors. It wasn't so bad at first. We were warmed by our dreams at night. but after 
a few years, those dreams turned sour. Amy got laid off her job out at the factory, 
and I had to work overtime at the grill just to make ends meet. She tried everything 
to get a job, even driving over to Clinton and putting in applications there. She was 
trained to handle machines that stamped out computer chips, but nobody was 
looking for somebody with those skills...You're too qualified," they told her, so she 
moped around the apartment and started watching television-first the morning 
programs where they gave away the big prizes and then in the afternoons, she'd sit 
down with some snacks and watch the soap operas.. She was convinced that those 
programs depicted real life. 
I'd get home for supper, for example, and she'd tell me the details of the shows 
as if these characters were real people. She'd describe their houses and how they 
moved around in them, and then she'd explain what she thoughtwould happen next. 
..It sounds pretty predictable," I told her. 
..But it's not, Harry," she'd say...Sometimes things don't come out the way 
you'd expect. That's why people watch them. They want to be surprised." 
I didn't mind all this sitting around the house for the first year, but after that, 
she'd started putting on weight and the house started looking like as ifshe didn't care 
about it. Things weren't dusted and cleaned, and the clothes backed up in the plastic 
basket that we kept in the bedroom closet. Amy said she'd get around to it when she 
had a chance, but she never seemed to find the time. I'd have to wash my own clothes 
and run them through the dryer. You can't show up at the fry station wearing grungy 
clothes. People want you to maintain the hygiene of a brain surgeon. 
Then Abbott came into our lives. He just came knocking on the door one 
afternoon and introduced himselfas the guywho lived two apartments down. He said 
he was unemployed and lonely and he wanted a chance to talk to normal people. He 
said he'd had the door slammed in his face for weeks, and he was depressed. So we 
invited him into our lives, little knowing that he had fangs for teeth. He and I got along 
fine at first, the two of us watching television and talking about taking a trip out to 
California to see ifwe could find some work there. He said he'd been out there with 
an uncle when he was fifteen, and he remembered they had huge malls that towered 
up along the freeway. "The mall is the church out there," he said. The son of a bitch 
could talk, too. He must have stayed up nights reading in encyclopedias, because 
he always had little bits of trivia for us. 
One evening he comes in and sits down to roast beefthatAmy's been preparing, 
and he tells us about cats. ..Did you know we wouldn't have civilization as we know 
it if it weren't for cats," he says. "Can you believe that?" 
illat's silly," Amy says. 
Then he goes on to explain how the wandering tribes stopped roaming the earth 
and set up little towns and buildings to store their grain and how the cats made sure 
that the rodents didn't sneak in and eat all the grain. "If it weren't for cats, Harry," 
he says, "we probably wouldn't be sitting down to a meal this moment." 
This was the kind of stuff he could talk about. He'd give us lectures on novas 
and supernovas and describe how the scientists were working on devices that could 
detect the drop of a pin thousands of miles out in space. I wondered why they'd want 
something like that and Abbott says, ..Just think about the implications, Harry. 
Consider the future. We'd know when the aliens were going to invade." 
That was his favorite line, "Consider the future." He was always living ten 
minutes ahead of himself. There never was a present moment or a past in Abbott's 
life; it was always the future, what would happen next week or next year or next 
lifetime. He was always talking about reincarnation, and he even gotAmy to believing 
she would come back as the wife of a very rich entrepreneur in Canada. He made 
some calculations using her birthday, and he concluded she'd reappear again in the 
year 2058 in a small town in Canada but that she'd enjoy a happy life. Amy gobbled 
this kind of thing up. She'd listen for hours about what the future would be like­
the future ftlled with robots and space voyages. One night he comes to the house with 
this black box and he says that they'll be using these black boxes to teleport 
themselves around in the future. 
..bo the people get inside them?" Amy asks. 
..No," he says. "They just hold them. Like this, and then they imagine where 
they want to be and in the same instant they are already there... 
I can't believe that, Abbott," she says. 
..It's true." 
I'd quit believing the nonsense he told us. After I got him on as a fry cook's 
helper, and after he got caught sittingback in the refrigerator bundled in a jacket and 
reading science fiction books, they booted him out. 
..Don't ever bring anybody in here like that again,., my boss tells me. "I don't 
need some freak reading in the refrigerator." 
You'd think I would have had enough sense to eliminate him from our lives, 
but I didn't. He kept stopping over and watching television, and thenwhen Iwas away 
he'd still drop over. I didn't notice that Amy was losing weight and that she was 
starting to put make-up on again and that she'd taken a new interest in clothes. I 
didn't see any of this. I'd get into the house and see Abbott sitting in my chair and 
that didn't alert me to what was going on. I was blind to their intrigue. 
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After I went to bed, rd hear them chatting while they watched television and 
then sometime around two or three in the morning, in comes Amy to go to sleep. She 
still wasn't working so she didn't need to be up for anything in the morning. rd get 
up and fix myself a cup of instant coffee, and then I'd go down to the restaurant and 
have some breakfast while I was getting the orders out. rd call home now and then, 
and Amy said she was still in bed. It didn't even dawn on me then that Abbott had 
slipped over after I'd left. And if I had known he was in the apartment, it wouldn't 
have occurred to me that he and Amy would be up to anything sneaky. 
But they were. And one afternoon when I get home from work there's a note 
on the refrigerator addressed to me: 
..Dear Harry," she writes. ..Abbott and I have gone off to find our fortune in 
California." That was the entire note, written in Amy's pointy little scrawl. I checked 
her room and saw that she'd packed most ofher clothes and that she'd taken the little 
bundle of money that I'd kept in the sock in the bottom of the dresser. I thought it 
was ajoke at first. the kind ofJoke Abbott would play on me. But when it turned ten 
o'clock and they still weren't home, I feared the worst. I sat up all night, listening for 
~e~ on the stairs, and I even went to down to Abbott's apartment to see if they were 
h1d1ng there. Through the crack in his curtains I saw they'd stripped his place of 
everything and that they must have been planning this for a long time. 
I g<?t rip-roaring drunk the next morning and called Eddy down at the 
restaurant to tell him I wasn't coming in. I told him my wife needed my help. Then 
I went back to bed and felt like I was riding sea waves all day. I spent several hours 
over the toilet and then fmally the hang-over broke and I wasn't seeing double 
anymore. I didn't know who to call or where to call. and all I could think about was 
Amy and Abbott driving on those California freeways and visiting the malls. 
Somehow. the first week of agony passed, and then I went back to work and 
pretended to myself that none of it mattered. I closed my mind to anything but what 
was directly in front of me. I even volunteered to work double shifts over the 
weekends because I didn't want to go home. 
And then Iget the first phone call from a town in Southern California. Amy tells 
me that she wants to come home and that they've run out of all their money. 
"That's none of my business." I tell her. I hang up the phone and wait for her 
to call back, but she doesn't. And then a month later she appears at the restaurant 
and sits down at the counter as ifnothing has happened. I look through the window 
to see ifAbbott's out in the parking lot, but she's by herself. 
..I hitchhiked home," she says. 
..Where the hell is he?" 
She shakes her head and starts crying, and I ask Eddy for the afternoon off. 
We drive to a park and sit in the front seat, both of us a bit quiet and uncertain. I 
look at her and realize that I don't really want her back. not after all these months, 
not after all the things she did behind my back. She starts crying and telling me she's 
sorry. I don't fall for any of it, of course, and I start to feel bitter about the whole 
business. rve gotten along pretty fine without her, and I am content to go it alone 
until something else comes along. She whimpers and wants to kiss me, and I feel 
so damn sorry for her that I hold her close and tell her things are going to be all right. 
That's when I think about Abbott again, think about him telling people about 
cats and novas and sitting down to eat dinner with them. He'll promise them 
anything, anything at all, but he won't deliver. He tookAmy off my hands and carried 
her away to California. There was promise in that, a promise that he would keep her. 
That's the second time I wanted to bash his skull. Holding her ~lose now, feeling her 
trembling body, I realize he'd done me a favor and then broken his promise. He'd 
given her back to me, and I didn't want her anymore. 
"Do you think we can repair the damage?" Amy asks. "Do you?" 
I look over the steering wheel and see a stray cat stalking under one of the 
picnic tables. It's an ugly, mangy thing, looking for shelter. For a second I wonder 
if what Abbott said about cats was really true. Are they really responsible for 
civilization as we know it? I reach down and start the ignition and Amy clings tighter 
to my shoulder. -rell me," she says...Is there any hope for us?" 
It's drizzling softly on the truck windshield, and the wipers are swooshing the 
water back and forth. The engine is purring softly, and Amy is leaning against my 
shoulder. ..Is there?" she asks again. I consider for a moment whether I should get 
out and rescue the cat, but he stalks away into some high weeds sprouting along the 
edge of the park. All the way home through the mist and drizzle Amy tells me about 
the desert country out there in California-the burnt earth and charred hills. But 
I'm still thinking about Abbott. He's out there somewhere, starting a new life, telling 
somebody else all those things that aren't true. I pull up in front of the apartment 
and I expect to see him sitting on the porch, waiting with a story to tell us-a story 
about a future that isn't going to come. 
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rock man / Rhonda Poynter 
1. 
michael i can tell you 
about wynch-elms and cemeteries 
and boys in silent squares and i can 
tell you about moons and 
nightmares 
leather pants and dyed hair but 
i can't tell you about normal things 
i can't do normal things 




when night comes we·n have covered 
every inch of this stoney ground and 
found every gem and dinosaur bone 
he says the secret to success 
is to never 
take your eyes off the ground 
i can't do it 
he walks foot over foot like a detective 
at the scene he'd make a good cop 
the way he leans down and routs wood that 
hid out for ten thousand years 
3. 
michael has filled his pockets and pails 
with diamonds and dust by nightfall 
i found a rock or two mostly glass not bad 
he says sometimes this is too normal 
for some folks to understand he lights another 
merit walks a few feet 
ahead tells me about crystals 
and the moon comes up over his shoulder 
i know then for the rest of my life 
without doubt the moon will be the 
perfect agate 
three photos / David Arnett 

Looking Ahead / Stacey SoUJrey 
the pregnant woman 
in the black satin pants 
with no backing material to anything 
swallowed and picked up 
what it was 
that fell to the floor 
Angel Hair Pasta / Stacey SoUfrey 
what angel wings would look like 
hanging off the toilet 
with their wires clipped 
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In the Green Dark of Summer / Dieter Weslowski 
Mary, me, and Jennifer saw the Blessed Virgin 
spark blue a bush next to the swingset. 
I liked Mary first, then had the hots for Jen 
all through puberty. Jen was a brooder, more 
after my own heart, not to mention, she had a 
wonderous tight ass and a non-stop pair of legs. 
Later, I found out in a letter, 
Jennifer was decapitated in a car accident 
while on the way to her prom. I couldn't eat 
breakfast for a couple of days, but 
that didn't stop me from masturbating over her. 
It was weird, I couldn't really imagine Jen 
without a head. 
Mary? 
She won something or other for her beauty, 
then went out to the midwest with a guy who sells 
pharmaceuticals. They settled there 
and she's a mother times three. Or at least. 
that's what I get from the polaroids. 
Serles of the Fetus / Julie Mangan 

Please, the Real Story, Please / Doyce Chandler, Jr. 
What I left out of this story would fill a book. 
aftem~n 0~::: co~ld -!gure_ out, this story should begin the
0 
far, fifteen years or more. No one ~y- thavi sonhmto town. But that goes back too 
. . ew en w at we know nowLet Marcia Gnffin speak- ..I fi t t J . · 
about two miles out of town. You ::u~ene==ey at this weird party at a trailer 
so many strange people. And in walked J . such a small town could have 
looked too normal, too conventional in hi~~s ~ey, the strangest of all because he 
Brando or Dean type by then b 't th s ac eather jacket and dark glass s. A 
, , a ou e summer of '75 - r: h.typical for around here Tak • a passe 1as ion statem nt 
that he left the glasse~ on '!;';.~gyh~e ~sses and he would lo~k like a hick, exc pt 
Vietnam. · e rumor-mongers said he lost an eye in 
~:i::i:r; ;:;! 
'"Did I do all right?" 
~es, you did all right. Let me turn off the tape recorder " 
e truth be told, this story has littl t d 'th . 
it has to do with Roanoke Virg· . th h e o o WI James Riley, little more than 
brunette who came to to~ in :::chef omaletown of Kathy McVee, the 25 year-old
Le o a v uable keepsake 
t me .tum on the tape recorder ag · N · 
everyone said To claim th . am. 0 way could I ever remember what 
0 . • erwise would be deceitful. 
~~~~:!i one, two._ This is Michael. Kathy McVee was a doll." 
.. ' try to thmk of something besides sex " 
What else is important? Try not to b j al · . 
like something a wolf ate and threw up." e e ous, Marcia, just because you look 
Maybe it should be noted that five f 
in Marcia and Michael's apartment abov o ~s w~re gathered around the coffee table 
near the courthouse. e a urruture store on Chattahoochee Street 
Michael went on: "Kathy one of . 
locket that had belonged to her' mat :y second cousins, came to town to find a 
family members were outra ed beca:rn grandmother, who had just died. Some 
could have helped refused gand th sehshhe nlever attended the funeral. Those who 
· , osew o e ped kne th. h 
to look. Kathy got mad and cast a spell over th . . w no . ing, ad no idea where 
made everyone infertile." e entire family, a hex. She said she 
:Y?u made that up," Marcia said. 
Its Jackie's tum," Michael said h' . 
"'Oh brother" Jackie said barel· isd~abyl ofwarding off the inevitable quarrel. 
.. " • . y au i e. 
Louder, Jason said, sitting beside her on th 
be sleeping on the couch tonight, bless his heart for e co1:1~h. I_ figured Michael would 
for what he said about Marcia. participating. He deserved worse 
"'It would have to be this guy I met on a blind date " 
'"Those are the worst, .. Marcia said leanin t . 
'"Thomas Wilson, about twentyyea'rs oldergthoward the portable tape recorder. 
The guy wasn't brain-deficient, don't et me wr an me, unc~uth and uncultured. 
the local radio station because of the ~ f oi:ig, but he believed Satan inhabited 
own naivete, but doesn't it amaze yo he o ;:::sic they played there. Maybe it is my 
u ow iuerent people can be? Thomas is out 
there now, passing as normal, maybe buying a newspaper at a convenience store and 
talking with the clerk about the weather. It goes beyond amazing, it's terrifying. 
There are people out there with the weirdest concepts of reaiity. Imagine compre­
hending only a fraction ofyour own experiences, and then perceiving them wrong." 
My task after all this was to figure out what to use and what to omit. Jackie 
talked much longer, giving me too much material. Hi, Jackie, I knowyouwill be the 
only one of the group to read this. 
So far we have modest characterizations of James Riley, Kathy McVee, and 
Thomas Wilson. 
Next came Jason's turn. To his credit, he suggested the title of this story. Let 
me rewind the tape to listen again. I learned this technique--using a tape recorder­
from a local writer, D.R. Charles, quite a character himself, the source of his own 
stories. 
Jason said: "'You want a description of an interesting person I have met once, 
someone of the opposite sex?" 
Maybe that question should be left out with all ofthe other stray or peripheral 
statements and questions. 
..My mother was a nun," Jason said. 
This elicited all types of exclamations. 
..It's true. I was raised in an orphanage at a convent, then sent to a monastery. 
You're saying to yourselves, ·please, the real story, please tell us the story.' But there 
is no more. I never saw my mother after they sent me to the monastery. Of course 
I know nothing about my father." 
-rhat kind of unknown is scary," Marcia said. "'Your father could be like the 
man Jackie described." 
..Or worse," Jackie said,.. he might be a psychotic writer or milkman." 
'There's freedom in having no relatives on the planet," Jason said. 
'There's loneliness and deprivation," Marcia said. "'That's why my baby will 
know its parents." She patted her flat stomach. 
Michael sat up with the speed of a gazelle. 
·..Your second cousin, if she exists at all, is full of hot air, .. Marcia said to her 
husband. 
..You're pregnant?" he asked, alarmed. He had been a bachelor too long before 
getting married. 
Congratulations came from the rest ofus. Knowing that Marciawill never read 
this, I can say that I offered congratulations only to appear polite. Children irk me. 
For the remainder of the evening, Marcia and Jackie occupied a separate, parallel 
world dominated by childbirth, babies, and Dr. Spock. 
Michael became useless, too numb to think straight. Okay, so I'm not 
supposed to know how Michael was thinking. A literary license, a liberty, had to be 
taken; otherwise, I would have to rely on the prosaic, the obvious: Michael was quiet. 
His stare seemed vacant. He seemed too shocked from the lie his unholy second 
cousin told. 
And we all tell lies, don't we? 
Jason said: ..Are you going to tell us about someone?" 
Ina figurative sense.yes. You cansaymycharacteris a ghostwriter. My muse 
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went on vacation, the reason I needed to hear some ideas." 
"Can you use any of our characters in a story?" 
"Who knows? Maybe Jaines Riley gets Kathy Mc Vee pregnant. Maybe Thomas 
Wilson's mother is a nun. Maybe Thomas Wilson's grasp of reality is not so askew 
after all. Maybe he is a politician. Any character can grow up to be the President. 
Some characters can be devious writers. Other characters are only names on paper. 
The tape recorder clicked off. 
A confession: I am the father of Marcia's baby-to-be, a true and not too 
amazing immaculate conception. Poor Michael need not despair. In fact, he can get 
up to celebrate, which he does, almost as ifon cue. A coincidence or a writer's ploy? 
Jackie and Jason turn to stare, as do Marcia and Michael, four sets of brown 
eyebrows furled in menacing attack signals. 
Dear reader, these characters look angry, asiftheyjustrealized theyhave been 
abused. I must get out of this story, and go someplace safe, far away. 
conceived, composed, arranged. revised. and typed byDoyce Chandler, Jr., in 
accordance withThe Everything You ~ToKnow To Write Handbook (R. Nolf 
House. 1989), for Ironyman/ DCJ Productions(© pending) 
pre- and post-production at the Study Annex. Greeneville. Tennessee 
Without whom... Beverly, Larry, Mike, Barty, Styron, Richard, and Kathy 
The author wishes to thank Papermate (pens). Dipaco (paper). Mead (paper). 
Sears (two typewriters). and least. All-Matic (clipboard) 
Soon To Be A Major Videotape Film 
Screenplay by Doyce Chandler, Jr. 
Director: to be announced 
Original Score by the Rick Lilly Ambient Group 
(direction: Renaissance Man Management) 
Watch For the Literary Blockbuster Sequel, 
'Taking the Slow Boat to Stockholm" 
A Chicago Tale / Barbara Siwecki 
reviews•  
audio, video, print 
The Ramones Lifestyles of the Ramones, video (Sire, 
VHS), running time: 58 min. 
This cassette is a sort of retrospective look at the last 
ten years of the Ramone•· career featuring a dozen 
full-length music videos interspliced with footage of 
people like Vernon Reid (Living Colour), Debbie Harry, 
Lillie Steven, Tina Weymouth, Jeny Harrison (ex­
Talking He ds) and a host of others putting in their 
two-cents on what the Ramones did for them person­
ally as well as the music business in general. High 
points include the videos for ·Psycho Therapy.· ·Some­
thing to Believe In• (which takes pot-shots at the whole 
Live-Band-Fann-Aid vanity thing, a sacred cow that 
should have been made into hamburger long ago) and, 
ofcourse, ·Rock ~n · Roll High School· (now a punk-rock. 
cult classic) as well as the hilarious interview with 
Debbie Harry in which she drools over Joey Ramone. 
Low points include too many interviews with music 
business hacks (e.g. washed up disc jockeys and A&R 
men) as well as the campy video for the Ramones only 
Christmas tune, ·Meny Christmas (I Don't Want to 
Fight Tonight).· All in all, however, the good far 
outweighs the bad; and even when it's bad, it's funny! 
So Ifyou're a fan of the Ramones, a ·punk-in-general· 
devotee. or would just like to know how five of the 
ugliest men in New York got to be rock and roll stars, 
this one's a must. --pj 
Dusty Dog edited byJohn Pierce (P.O. Box 1103, Zuni, 
NM 87327) 
Any magazine that originates from a place named 
Zuni has to be too cool, right? Seriously, John Pierce 
and his magazine, Dusty Dog (with appropriate cover 
emblem of a dog engulfed In a cloud of self-generated 
particles) have already established themselves after 
only three issues. Granted, DD is small (5" x 8", 28 
pages. saddle-stapled) but don't let the format fool you. 
The verse thus far has been first-rate, an intense 
ofmUdlyerotic love stanzas. post-war rww. 
mix 
Vietnam or 
whatever) elegies, neo-industrial wordscapes, and 
general funkiness. Poets in the current issue-- volume 
2, number 1 (which is printed on a slap-in-the-face­
lavender inner paper and wrapped with a tan cover)-­
include: Lyn Lyshin, Harry Brody. Harold Witt, John M. 
Bennett. and T. Kilgor Splake. Past issues featured the 
work of Robert Cooperman, Sue Saniel Elkind. Bill 
Shields and Lyfshin, among others. Past issues have 
also included some reviews, but the current one does 
not. Still, Dusty Dog is definitelyworth the four bucks. 
--er 
New Delta Review, Kathleen Fitzpatrick. editor-in­
chief (English Dept., Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge, LA 70803) 
The Issue I saw was a book-sized black and white 
with 122 pages of poetry, fiction and a little art (there 
should have been more of this, I only saw three photo­
graphs and two graphics not including the cover). The 
work runs the gamut from middle of the road realism 
(Barbara Tummons Lynn's ·objects Lost and Found") 
to fairly avant-garde experimentalism (Patrick Lawler's 
poems, ·Dead Woman Works Miracles· and "Human 
Head Transplant Successfur). Most everything is 
fairly solid with special praise going to the aforemen­
tioned Lawler poems and Ethan GUsdorfs untitled 
graphic on page 110. Sometimes, we artistic types take 
ourselves a bit seriou ly but with people like Gilsdorf 
around, ourheadswillnevergettoobtg. Actually, th re 
seems to be an und rcurrent of •don't take thi all at 
face value" running throughout NDR (especially in the 
Reviews section). I like that in a magazine! --pj 
Slz Guns edited by Charlie Mehrhoffand James Taylor 
III (Longhand Press; P.O. Box 828, Golden, CO 80402) 
One of the most welcome poetry collections to come 
in a long while, Sile Guns brings together a half-dozen 
modemverse-outlaws--includingDavid Chorlton, Tony 
Moffett, and Kell Robertson--whose particular rhyth­
mic gifts drag you along over tundra and mesa, through 
prairies and barrooms. From the introduction by 
Charlie Mehrhoff to the back cover poem ·Peace­
maker,· by Medicine Bullet. eveiyword of this book will 
leave you gasping. The writing blasts from the pages 
and onto your hands and your face when Gregoiy 
Greyhawk sings ·the Stick Injuns walk when the trees 
walk,/between the shuddering slink of stars, faster­
than-light; but/I gag sound still-born in Its womb, 
breathe the last,/breathless word in their ears:" and as 
"'Th.e Site," by David Chorlton, begins ·A shell from the 
ancient coast/lies in the desert. next/to a Jaguar 
skull ... • These guys and their poemsare true hardasses, 
and I wouldn't have it any other way. --er 
Water & Power by Greg Boyd (Asylum Arts; P.O. Box 
6203, Santa Marla, CA 93456) 
Boyd's stories show off his versatility, I will give them 
that. Actually, there is some quite respectable work 
here. The cynic-realism of ·Brown Paper Bag," the 
subtle profundity of ·How the Rock Got There," the 
cultural parody or-Tonto,· and the rest ofthe seventeen 
stories all hint at an overriding vision ofa world rooted 
in an incomprehensibility that defies any deciphering 
efforts. Hence, Boyd's vision is pure, strong, and leans 
heavily downward. His style is tightly focused (most 
stories hover around five pages in length), much like 
this passage from -ronto·: 
Then he remembered how, after Kimosabbie's 
death, he'd drifted ~imlessly from place to 
place. No one recognized him without his 
friend, and he had been forced to sell his 
spotted pony, tooled saddle, and six-shooter. 
with other, more dynamic selections, or perhaps be­
cause of this reader's gender. In fact, the gender most
likely to benefit from just such a collection!§. males, at
least those willing to listen. As Ms. Martz says in the
introduction, •Exploitation has not been eradicated,
equal pay is still the goal, not the reality.· Perhaps it
would be appropriate to include a set of manacles with
an audio tape version ofWomen'• Work made specifi­
cally for those stubbornly chauvanistic bosses (male or
female). --er
Then, when the money ran out, he was re­
duced to doingoddjobs, digging post holes and 
canying mud for adobe bricks at tract home 
building sites. It was a rough, unglamorous 
life devoid ofheroes and villains. Whenever he 
put his ear to the ground from force ofhabit, he 
was startled by the vibrations of eighteeen­
wheelers on the new highway. 
You might want to remember Greg Boyd. You might 
even want to watch for Greg Boyd as I'm sure he'll be 
around awhile. --er 
Hlatorlcal Treasure• by Jack Smith, edited by Ira
Cohen (Hanuman Books. P.O. Box 1070, Old Chelsea
Station, New York. NY 10113-0905)
Th.ts'll Kill Ya and other dangerous atorlea by Harty 
Wilson (III Publishing, P.O. Box 170363, San Fran­
cisco, CA 94117-0363) 
If the work in this book ls any indication, Jack Smith
defied the common descriptions of artist or poet or
actor. He was a performer, if anything. J . Hoberman
stipulates in his delicate and proper introduction/
tribute that "He [Jack] dld work for an audience, and
unlike most avant-gardists, his audience was a popu­
larone." Smithwas a performer notonly in life, but also
while fighting against the constant and blatant thefts
ofhis art, and then againstAIDS, which eventu&lly took 
him in 1989. The four selections of this book--the
short-short "Could Art Ever Be Useful?" essay, an ap­
propriately manic piece titled "Lobotomy in Lobster­
land," 'The Perfect Fihnic Appositeness of Maria Mon­
tez" (Jack's almost slobbery devotion to the exotic B­
fllckstaris obvious from the first paragraph and believe
it or not, It makes a reader look for her movies like
Cobra Woman), and the extremely important "Remarks
On Art & theTheater''--are all-too-briefglances into but 
a few facets of Smith. Still, those glances are quite
moving, and it becomes apparent that Smithwas bitter
about being largely ignored in the passage:
Well, maybe you'll die of boredom... but seriously, 
this little book claims to be "1be Last Word on Censor­
ship· and the front pages have the warnings "Caution! 
Reading This Book May Be Hazardous to Your Healtht· 
and •proceed At Your Own Risk.I" plastered all over 
them but this book never quite lives up to those prom­
ises. Don't get me wrong. this ls a thought provoking 
piece of semi-realistic fiction (with strong suggestions 
of a deeper philosophy beyond the censorship argu­
ment) but the parts I guessed were supposed to be 
shockingjustcameoffasslightlysilly. Myunderstand­
ing is that this was a playbefore itwas a bookand Ihave 
a feeling that most of this stuff probably works better 
when staged; but in print, it seems a little flat and 
contrived. It is worth the effort of your perusal, 
however, as the title piece ls well supported by the three 
shorter works. --pj 
If I Had a Hammer: Women's Work in Poetry, 
Fiction, and Photographs edited by Sandra Martz 
{Papier-Mache Press; 795 Via Manzana, Watsonville, 
CA 95076) 
About a year and a half ago I just suddenly realized
I had all this work to squeeze out, and the theater
wasn't going to pay me. I said to them: You have to 
pay me a good amount of money. I'm not going to 
stand on this stage in front of all those healthy
yuppies, all of them with teeth, and I have to
entertain them, and I'm the only one in the room
without teeth.· --er
An important anthology of writings by women about 
women in traditional (secretarial, nursing, teaching) 
and non-traditional (construction, skilled trades, 
mlning, law-enforcement) occupations, Women'aWork 
has some pieces that truly shine. Molly Martin's 
·sweetheart" ts particularly excellent, as are the pho­
tos bySandyThacker. Ms. Thacker, staffphotographer 
for n-adeswomen Magaztne, captures in her images 
both an Important centrality of subject and the same 
subjects' own familiarity with what they are doing that 
pounds away at (in my opinion more powerfully than 
anything else in this volume) the patriarchal myths of 
what women ·can" and ·can·r do. One only has to look 
at the expression of the woman driving the industrial 
lift truck on page 246 to find the guiding emotion 
behind this collection. there, in the driver's eyes, 
saying, ·Here I am, what I am.• Other writers and 
artists in Women's Work include Enid Shomer, Nancy 
RoxbuiyKnutson, ClytlaFuller, Kate Braid, Lori Burk­
halter-Lackey, SavinaA. Roxas, MonaElaineAdilman, 
Diane Lefer, and Elisavietta Ritchie. Like many ·social 
issue• collections, there are certain selections that 
seem a bit stale, perhaps because of the compai:tson 
Review copies of books, journals, al­
bums, videotapes, or any other me­
dia are welcomed. Two copies of the 
review will be furnished to the sender
of the materials unless otherwise 
specified. Send all materials to: Nexus 
/ 006 universitycenter/ Wright State
University/ Dayton OH 45435 
*NOTE: Please mark clearly "Review 
Materials" on any packages. 
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES 
Laura Albrecht is a graduate student in English and a first-year teaching assistant at WSU. Her poems have 
appeared In City Rant. Vincent Brothers Review and Plastic Tower. Her heroes are Paul Westerberg, Walt 
Whitman, Sylvia Plath and Allen Ginsberg who said, "Poetry useful leaves its own skeleton hanging in the air." 
David Arnett: "Maiiana hotra cosa." 
Bryan Beverly works as a student photographer for WSU Media Services. These photos were taken at a student 
rally on the campus ofWSU the day after allied warplanes began bombing Iraq and occupied Kuwait. 
Kenneth Brown's 1990lectures and readings atAshland University in Ohio were recently gathered in a collection 
titled You'd Never Know It From the Way I Talk, published by Ashland University. 
Doyce Chandler. Jr. lives and works in Johnson City, TN. 
David Chorlton and five other other poets were recently gathered In the collection Six Guns (See review of Six 
Gwis on page 92). Aside from his poetry, Chorlton also spends time working with various local groups in animal 
rights, environmental, and peace movements. He co-edits The Signal with Joan Silva. 
Bertolt Clever has had poems accepted by Mid-America Review, The Cape Rock, temm. Mud.fish. the new 
renaissance, the Cathartic, and others. 
Ira Cohen will soon bring out Akashic Bulletin #1, which will be a printing of a short story titled "Petroleum. 
Petroleum" by the legendary cult-writer Gustaf Meyrink, whose satirical works were banned in Austria as early 
as 191 7 and whose books were among the first to be burned under Nazi Germany. The story is translated by 
George Scrivanl. 
Karen Dehart lives in Troy, OH. She is a senior B.F.A. student (painting and printmaking concentration) who 
graduates from WSU in June. 
Lila Dlaboha is known for her exceptlonallyexqulsite eyebrows and ears in the fashion world ofNY's Lower East 
Side. Though presently working as an editor of Gallery. for which she writes book reviews, Lila will soon return 
to her roots in the Ukraine for an extended period of time, to work as a journalist. 
Pamela Donald has work forthcoming in The South Carolina Review, Caesura. and Alaska Quarterly Review. 
Michelle Bouton Foote is an art and English major at WSU. She will be a WSU student ambassador to Japan 
in summer, 1991. 
-i:amea Graham lives and works In NY as a poet and translator, Octavio Paz being among those whose work 
Graham translates. 
D. Harland Barria: "Art ls personal. I create and discover images which contain elements ofcontrol and elements 
of chance, then I have an image, which for an instant pleases me. I go on trying to find another balance." 
Sean Jackson lives and works in Hertford. NC. 
Jen Karetnik grew up In New Jersey, attended Tufts University in Mass., and is now in the M.F.A program at 
the University of CA. Irvine. She recently had a poem accepted for publication in Art Times. 
Wendy Klein is an energized bundle of libido. If this girl could fly, she wouldn't be an Air Force brat. 
Van Le ls a senior fine arts major at WSU, concentrating In sculpture, photography, and printmaking. 
Jonathan Levant: ·Lamb ls on the lam/flip off the butcher's loin/Ovid's mint flavoured blood· 
Leza Lowitz. In addition to her poetry, ls currently writing Art columns in both The Asashi Euening News and 
Art in America on Japanese artists. 
John Lowry is presently oc'cupied with his first book of ·super short· fictions. 
d h d founding member ofThe Velvet Underground, was 
Angus MacLiae. poet, musician. calllgraphfer, tervlHs ':['ed.~ Kathmandu in 1979. A book ofwork by MacUse. 
one of the best-kept secrets in the world o poe ry. e n 
Ira Cohen, and Gerard Malanga will soon appear from Temple Press (England). 
Julie Mangan wants "to convey the sensitMty I feel toward a subject to the viewer." 
Lorna Mantia: "I am In this earthly world. where to do harm ls often laudable, to do good sometime accounted 
dangerous folly ... " --Shakespeare 
al llk Short Story Review Sequoia Midland Review, and The 
Fred Manzo's fiction has appeared in Joum ths erln 1991 i sue ofT~ Panhandler. Manzo's first collection 
Greensboro Review. He has upcomingworkin esp g s 
of short stories is scheduled for publlcatlon this year. 
Charlie Mehrhoff ts "laying 4 to 1 odds we opt for the big one before year's end. Long orchestrated CIA 
masterpiece.• He co-edited Six GWlS with James Taylor 111. 
ed In the u s and Canada In addition to Germany and 
Wllliam E. H. Meyer. Jr.'s essays on culture have a~pear tly ~ublished as a' special edition (Fall 90) of 
Australia. Meyer's "Beaumont and Other Poems was recen 
Sou'Wester (SIU). 
d A trali She has been the subject of at 
Vall Myers, the world-renowned artist, was born in 1930 in Sy ney, us a . 
least 4 films, the most recent of which is The Tightrope Dancer. 
h ) in a wide variety of magazines, including Ball Peen. 
Robert Nagler has had poems published (or will av=n Impetus Paper Salad. PlasttcTou.,er, Writ (Can.), and 
Bogg, Protea. Qutck Brown Fax. Frogpond. Dumpster s, • 
Poetry Ireland Review (Rep. of Ire .) 
Valery Olsteneau has completed a new book of short surrealist fictions titled The King ofPenguins. 
Martin E. Pl.elsa is glad to be graduating. 
before In 1983-1984. She has also published work in Colorado North 
Rhonda Poynter has appeared in Nexus • Yank and Rolling Stone. 
Review, The Mendocino Review. The Croton Review, ee, 
Robin Rothman is an artist residing on the Lower East Side ofManhattan. She ts advisor to all the court dances 
and besides writing poetry, presides over high political parties. 
Uta Schenck, originally from Germany. ts a senior B.F.A. student in Art at WSU. 
Barbara Siwecki is a Polish princess, a serenading sculptress, Venus in steel-toed shoes. 
kl NY and writes some of the most erotic cover letters without using
Stacey Sollfrey lives and works in Broo yn, , 
any sexual terminology. 
i The Ao ,,..rterly STORY. and has been anthologized ln Best of the West 3. 
Chris Spain has had fiction appear n ~""4#" • ' k th k.. -O His collection coming this year will include "Katie Pushing Bae e ar 
, h d in The Paris Review, Ploughshares, The New Statesman. and others. She 
.Alison Stone s poems ave appeare R and several anthologies. 
has work forthcoming in Crosscurrents, accoon. 
Richard Weinraub ls a professor of English at the University of Puerto Rico. His poem in this issue ts part of 
his newest work. a verse-novel titled Marrano. 
in Providence RI. Dieter appeared in Nexus before, In volume 25, issue 3.
d ksDieter Wealowald lives an wor • 
She ls currently at work on a book 
Nina Zlvancevic just returned to New York City after a visit to Yugoslavia. 







Forthcoming issues include 
Essays: 
L. Werth, In a Fog 
R. Fiore, The Ethics ofDoing 
Business With the Military 
E.J. Maiman, Law and Society 




Reviews of Books and Classical 
and Jazz CD' 
Subscriptions: 
$18 per year 
$15 students 
Send checks, payable to 
Wright State University 
to: 
Prof. Charles Senn Taylor 
Editor, Mad River 
Department of Philosophy 
Wright State University 
Dayton, Oh 45435 




... are still 
here. 
PLAY IT SAFE. IT'S YOUR ONLY CHANCE. 
AIDS FOUNDATION DAYTON 
P.O. Box 3852 
DAYTON, OH 45401-3852 
(513) 256-AIDS 
Ibtisam, young girl, 
shot, exploded to debris, 
in early summer. 
William E.H. Meyer, Jr. 
